Technological solutions for contributory citizen science: experiences from citizenMorph
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Many citizen science projects invite people to contribute data. To fully exploit the existing potential, above all, the technological solutions must be in line with requirements coming from the citizens. This is particularly true for citizen science projects with a focus on fields such as geomorphology and landscape dynamics, which have so far received less attention and interest from the public. These fields often have difficulty to convince and engage citizens to contribute extensive, high-quality data to the topic under investigation. The question now is how to learn about citizens’ requirements? What are these requirements? What do these solutions look like when implemented? This is discussed based on experiences from the citizenMorph project, which aims at developing technological solutions allowing citizens to contribute information on geomorphological phenomena (landforms). The results show that technological solutions encompass specific components, features, and approaches.
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1. Introduction and Research Questions

Citizen science describes the involvement of citizens, their knowledge, and their commitment to scientific processes. Different orientations to the basic idea of citizen science exist. The approach where citizens’ can actively contribute data (contributory citizen science) is one [1]. While (contributory) citizen science has shown promising results in fields such as ecology, biology, or astronomy [2-4], less attention has been given to geomorphology and landform dynamics. There are only a few efforts to encourage citizen engagement on these topics [e.g., 5-6]. A reason is that the field of geomorphology generally faces problems to engage citizens since it is not an easily comprehensible topic that is often considered “boring” [7]. To arouse citizens’ interest in geomorphology and landform dynamics, and to motivate them to contribute extensive, high-quality data, technological solutions must be created based on the requirements of the scientist but – even more important – of the citizens. The questions are how to learn about citizens’ requirements? What are these requirements? What do these solutions look like when implemented? The citizenMorph project (Figure 1) addresses these questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>citizenMorph (Observation and Reporting of Landscape Dynamics by Citizens; citizenmorph.sbg.ac.at)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funding agency</td>
<td>Top Citizen Science (TCS) initiative of the Austrian Science Fund (FWF), which aims to include citizen science components in ongoing FWF projects (i.e. main project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between main FWF project and TCS project</td>
<td>The main project, MORPH (morph.zgis.at), focuses on the development of novel methods for mapping, monitoring and modeling spatial-temporal dynamics of surface morphology by integrating various optical and radar remote sensing data in Iceland. There is still a high demand for data gathered directly in the field (reporting on actual events, landform characteristics, landscape changes, collection of reference data and field photos). Since field data cannot be delivered by the scientists only, the involvement of citizens is inevitable: (1) their support in building a valuable field data database, and (2) their input to the development of the data collection solution well-tailored to their needs. MORPH takes advantage of the citizenMorph solution by involving citizens in the collection of field data, that can be used for 3D reconstruction of the surface using Structure from Motion (SfM) and dense image matching (DIM) methods, and for enriching and validating remote sensing based results as well as increasing their detail and information content (see figure below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Objective</td>
<td>Develop a pilot solution (together with citizen representatives) that allows citizens to map and contribute field data (spatial data, attribute data, geotagged photos) on landforms, for example, mass movement features (e.g., rockfall, debris flow, and shallow landslide), volcanic features (e.g., lava flow, lahars, and mudflows), glacial features (e.g., moraines, drumlins, and hummocks), and coastal features (e.g., cliff, coastal erosion, and sandspit).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The citizenMorph project.
2. Workflow, Techniques, and Tools

For the development of the citizenMorph technological solution (tailored to citizens’ needs), different approaches and methods were used (Figure 2). The participatory design approach provided the general concept behind the development process. Participatory design refers to the direct and active involvement of target group representatives in development activities like requirements specification, design, implementation and testing, and in some cases, in decision-making [8]. Using this approach supports the development of solutions that provide better usability, increase the acceptance of the product in use, and ensure that the final solution meets the demands of the target group [9-10]. Besides, the prototyping process model was used: requirements were iteratively specified, and prototypes were iteratively created and discussed. Based on this, the final solution was designed and implemented (Figure 2).

Figure 2: citizenMorph solution development: workflow, approaches, and methods (based on [11]).

To cooperate with citizen representatives in the development process, different methods appropriate to involve laypeople were selected. For the generation of prototypes and the final system Survey123 for ArcGIS, a form-centric solution for creating smart forms/surveys, and the content management system (CMS) WordPress were used. Citizens tested and evaluated the final system on four occasions (mostly taking place in the context of other events). In total, 95 citizens from different backgrounds (e.g., age, gender) were involved in testing to reflect the target group and to provide feedback from different perspectives.

3. System Requirements, Structure, and Implementation

Scientists and citizens have several requirements regarding the citizenMorph solution. An overview is given in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Selection of requirements directed towards the citizenMorph solution.

To meet all requirements, several components are required and were implemented: a data contribution component (smart form/survey with different types of questions), an extended Internet presence providing comprehensive information about the project and the contribution process, security/safety and data privacy issues, project progress, and feedback (CMS website), and social webbing opportunities (web 2.0 tools, social networking services). Together, these components, which link to each other and complement each other, build the citizenMorph system (Figure 4).

Figure 4: citizenMorph system structure with components.

* to read: multiline text, question hint (expand/collapse), links to citizenMorph website; to listen: audio files
In addition to the different components, different features and approaches support the citizens, particularly, in the contribution process of landform data:

**Level of information**

Information to support and guide citizens in the contribution process is key. Depending on the individual, the need for information varies (newcomers require more information; experienced users less or no information). To face this, in the *citizenMorph* survey different levels of information are provided (question hints, expandable/ collapsible multiline text; extensive information on the *citizenMorph* website; Figure 3). The approach of different levels of information brings benefits: descriptions and guidelines will only be presented when desired and needed; volunteers are not demotivated by being overwhelmed with information when getting to know the system and when participating.

**Audio files**

Users often refuse to read on-screen. Thus, in addition to text, audio files were created to deliver the most relevant information. This was done by the citizen representatives to prevent delivering too technical content.

**Landform identification**

Information cards (jpg images) were created to support the participants in identifying landforms (Figure 2). They present information on the landform type, brief definitions, and explanatory images. To be tailored to the background of the citizens and to increase user experience they were created in cooperation with the citizen representatives.

**Community and contact**

No registration and/or login process is needed to contribute data to the *citizenMorph* project. The optional provision of a username and email allows in-person contact with the participants and to give feedback. This includes delivering an ArcGIS Online web map showing the individual participants’ data input.

4. Conclusion and outlook

Geomorphology is a complex topic to engage with citizens. To convince and support citizens to participate, technological solutions tailored to their needs are required. To create such a solution, participatory design has been proved to be a useful approach. Cooperating with the citizen representatives revealed the need for a solution that consists of different components: data contribution, information provision, and social webbing. Moreover, additional features and approaches are key: using different media, providing different levels of information and opportunities for contact establishment and community building. However, the results presented refer to initial work; further developments of the system and efforts (subsequent project) are needed to better address and motivate the people for their ongoing engagement in Geomorphology citizen science.
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